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Structural phase transition in (GaAs)t „Gez„and (GaP)i „Si2„alloys:
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Nonisovalent ( A "'B ) l C2 semiconductor alloys exhibit a transition as a function of composi-
tion between a phase with the zinc-blende symmetry (where the two fcc sublattices of the diamond
lattice are unequally occupied by A'" and B atoms) and a phase with the diamond symmetry
(where the two sublattices have equal occupations). Previous thermodynamic models of this transi-
tion have considered only nearest-neighbor interactions between neutral atoms. This approach ig-
nores the important electrostatic interactions associated with electron transfer between the
electron-rich C' -B ("donor") bonds and the electron-deficient 3 "'-C' ("acceptor") bonds. We
have reexamined the validity of a three-dimensional bulk thermodynamic model for (GaAs), Ge&„
and (GaP)& „Si& using an energy model that includes such electrostatic interactions and pairwise
energies extracted from first-principles local-density total-energy calculations. The associated spin-
1 Ising Hamiltonian is solved in the pair approximation of the cluster-variation method. A detailed
thermodynamic description is given, including excess enthalpies, phase diagrams, and equilibrium
solubilities. Electrostatic interactions stabilize the diamond phase and result in a major increase in
the temperature range where both phases are stable. These changes, however, are insufhcient to
produce a second-order transition at the low (growth) temperatures and intermediate compositions
where the transition is observed. While a previous controversy on the validity of thermodynamic
models has focused on the question of whether the postulation of A "'-A "' and B -B bonds (need-
ed to fit the observed critical compositions in such models) is consistent with independent evidence,
we find that, with realistic values for the interaction parameters, the presence or absence of such
bonds does not produce any significant change in the phase diagram below melting temperatures.
We conclude that bulk thermodynamics is an inappropriate description of the problem. This opens
the possibility that surface thermodynamics could be the physical mechanism that determines the
final symmetry of the sample.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-phase ternary ( A "'8 ), „C2„semiconductor
alloys constitute a new class of metastable compounds
with unusual structural and optical properties Unlike
the constituents of the more common isovalent (III-
V)/(III-V) and IV/IV alloys, A 8 and C are nearly
mutually insoluble in the solid state, even if they are size
matched. This rejects the existence of local bonding ar-
rangements that violate the octet rule, e.g., the A '-C'
and 8 C' bonds (w-hose total number of valence elec-
trons deviates by AZ, =+1 from the normal octet
A'" Band C'--C' bonds) and possibly A"'-A"' and
8 Bbonds ("wr-ong bonds" with total number of
valence electrons deviating by AZ, =+2 from the normal
bonds). Despite their equilibrium segregating behavior,
however, homogeneous noniso valent alloys can be
prepared by nonequilibrium growth methods. Indeed,
(GaAs) i Si2 alloys were synthesized already in 1974 by
Noreika and Francombe. Only in the past decade, how-
ever, have other ( A '"8 ), „C2„alloys, including
(GaSb), „Ge2„, (GaAs), „Ge2„, ' and (GaSb), ,Snz„,
been successfully grown as homogeneous single phases.
More recently, quaternary (GaSb), „Ge2„z~Snz~ com-
pounds have also been obtained. ' Most of these alloys

have been grown by sputter deposition, but some samples
have been made by metal-organic chemical vapor deposi-
tion (MOCVD) and molecular-beam-epitaxy" (MBE)
techniques. In addition, many nonisovalent quaternary
(III-V)/(II-VI) alloys have also been grown (see review in
Ref. 12). Characterization studies of ( A», 8 ), „Cz~~

systems have included Raman scattering, ' ' crystalliza-
tion thermodynamics, ' x-ray di6'raction, ' ' extended
x-ray-absorption fine structure' (EXAFS), transmission
electron microscopy"' ' ' (TEM), and ion channel-
ing. '

These homogeneous (A"'8 ), Cz„alloys exhibit a
number of interesting properties: (i) While the optical
band gaps of isovalent (III-V)/(III-V) or IV/IV alloys
bow nearly parabolically and only slightly with composi-
tion (b ~ 1 eV), the bowing in nonisovalent ternary
( A "'8 ), „C2„alloys ' ' and quaternary (III-V)/(II-
VI) alloys' can be more pronounced and significantly
nonparabolic. (ii) The two interpenetrating fcc sublat-
tices constituting the diamond lattice of C' can be occu-
pied in (A"'8 ), „Cz by either A"' or 8 atoms. If
these sublattices are occupied equa/ly by A" and 8, we
have the pseudodiamond structure [Fig. 1(a)]; if, howev-
er, a sublattice is preferentially occupied by one of the
two species, we have the pseudo-zinc-blende structure
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(aj Diamond symmetry (b) Zinc-blende symmetry

FIG. 1. Representation of structures with (a) the diamond
and (b) the zinc-blende symmetry in ( 2 B )& C2 alloys. A
solid circle indicates an A"' atom, an open circle a B atom,
and a shaded circle a C' atom. For clarity, the structure in (b)
represents the maximum possible zinc-blende ordering, with all3"' atoms on one sublattice and all B atoms on the other.
Real zinc-blende samples may have partial zinc-blende ordering
with both 3 '" and B atoms occupying (unequally) both sublat-
tices.

[Fig. 1(b)]. While the latter structure is only partially or-
dered (in the sense that a given sublattice has a finite oc-
cupation by both species), we will refer to it as the "zinc-
blende phase, " or "ordered, " since it manifests a [200]
diffraction peak, which is forbidden in the simple dia-
mond structure, but is observed in TEM (Ref. 11) and x-
ray diffraction' ' of nonisovalent ternary systems.
Indeed, a transition between the zinc-blende (ZB) struc-
ture of A"'B and the simple diamond (D) structure of
the C component has been observed to occur at x =0.3
in (GaSb)

& „Ge2 (Refs. 17 and 18) grown by a multitar-
get rf sputtering technique at temperatures between
325 'C and 475 C. A similar transition has been observed
in (GaAs), ,Gez„(Ref. 11) at x =0.3 for samples grown

by MBE at 430'C and at x =0.4 for samples grown by
sputtering techniques. ' ' [Ion-channeling studies, '

however, suggest that a nonzero value of the ZB order
parameter persists in (GaSb)i Ge2„up to x =0.6.]

The physical properties of nonisovalent systems have
been the subject of numerous theoretical treatments.
Many of these surround the properties of ordered sys-
tems: stability of superlattices, band offset of super-
lattices, ' ' growth models of Si/GaAs inter-
faces, ' and impurity solution energies. Others treat-
ed the bowing in disordered (III-V)/(II-VI) alloys. ' '

Our main interest here lies in the understanding of the
ZB~D transition in ( A iiiB )

& „C2 alloys.
The simplest theoretical approach to this problem is

based on percolation theory. In this approach the
order-disorder transition is viewed as a pure geometrical
and probabilistic phenomenon —namely, the appearance,
beyond a critical concentration (called the "percolation
threshold" ) of an infinite (or "percolating" ) connected
cluster of the ordered component throughout the speci-
men. Since the percolation threshold for the diamond
lattice is p, =0.428, a simple model that prohibits
b,Z, =+2 bonds (A -A and B B) and considers-

percolation of the 2 B component as the criterion for
occurrence of the ZB phase gives a critical concentra-
tion for the C' component of x, =1—p, =0.572, below
which the ZB phase occurs. This approach has been ela-
borated on by Holloway and Davis, ' who added a new
rule that forbids isolated A'" and B ions. This, howev-
er, leads to a still higher critical concentration
(x, =0.65).

In addition to percolation approaches, there are two
other points of view on the nature of the ZB+ D transi-
tion: growth models and three-dimensional (3D)
bulk thermodynamic models. ' "' ' In "growth mod-
els"" " one is attempting to directly produce a descrip-
tion of the atomic structure of the alloy without minimiz-
ing any explicit energy functional; one is instead em-
phasizing the significance of the sequence of growth as
well as the direction of growth. This approach rests on
defining a set of "growth rules" that dictate the prefer-
ences of incoming atoms to bond to specific substrate
atoms; once bonded, atoms are assumed immobile. Since
different substrate atoms are exposed in different sub-
strate orientations, these rules naturally produce different
geometries as the substrate orientation changes. These
growth rules are not justifiable a priori, e.g. , by way of an
energy argument, but rather in terms of their success in
producing an atomic structure that mimics ex post facto
some of the properties of the experimentally observed
structures. As a result, growth models produce struc-
tures that reAect the "deposition history" and are orien-
tation dependent, but generally temperature independent.
Subsequent to the modeling of the structure, one can ap-
ply to it an electronic Hamiltonian (e.g. , tight binding)
and solve for the electronic properties (e.g. , through re-
cursion solutions), thus characterizing its optical
response.

Three main attempt have been made at applying
growth models to (GaAs)& „Ge2 alloys. Here, as in the
percolation models, AZ, =+2 bonds are usually forbid-
den. Kim and Stern obtained a critical concentration of
x, =0.26 in a simulation of [100] growth where
stoichiometry is enforced by requiring identical behavior
of the 3"' and B species. The probabilities of attach-
ment of Ge, Ga, and As were described by a single pa-
rameter (related to the final composition) and by disal-
lowing G-a-Ga and As-As bonds. Davis and Holloway
proposed an alternative rule replacing the restriction of
identical behavior of Ga and As: In their model, only Ga
and Ge are initially attached, but an As atom necessarily
bonds (on the following lattice plane) to a previously ad-
sorbed Ga atom. This leads to x, =0.3 for [100] growth.
When coupled to an electronic-structure calculation
(tight-binding recursion method), this approach leads to a
deep bowing of the direct band gap, as experimentally ob-
served. ' ' Both the Kim-Stern and the Davis-
Holloway models stressed the dependence of x, on the
direction of growth. The Kim-Stern model has been ex-
tended by Preger et aI., allowing for different sticking
probabilities for the AZ, =+1 A" -C and B -C
bonds than for the normal octet 2 '-B and C -C
bonds. The critical concentration was found to increase
as the sticking probabilities of the hZ, =+1 bonds de-
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crease. The Kim-Stern and Preger et a/. models differ in
a basic way from the Davis-Holloway model: In the
former, isolated A ' ' and B atoms are allowed, while in
the latter, A and B atoms occur only as A -B mol-
ecules. Raman scattering data' have failed to detect a
GaSb-like vibrational mode in (GaSb), „Gez„ for con-
centrations x &0.75; this tends to indicate that isolated
substitutional Ga and Sb impurities in Ge are more prob-
able in the x ~ 1 alloy, in apparent disagreement with the
Davis-Holloway model.

The second class of models applied to the ZB+-+D tran-
sition are 3D "bulk" thermodynamic models.
There, one defines an interaction Hamiltonian that
specifies the configurational dependence of the energy of
the system and solves it in any of the available statistical-
mechanics lattice models (e.g., mean field, " cluster-
variation method, or Monte Carlo simulations ). The
basic premise of these models is that the atomic structure
at a given (x, T) refiects a (local or global) minimum of a
physically recognizable Hamiltonian. Again, once the
structure is obtained, one can apply to it an electronic
Hamiltonian that describes its electronic structure. In
this approach, the sequence of growth does not enter (as
atoms are assumed to be sufficiently mobile to attain any
lattice configuration permitted by the Hamiltonian) and
the orientation of growth does not alter the results (as a
3D symmetry is postulated). Hence, the results depend
naturally on temperature but not on orientation. Note
that these models are distinct from surface (2D) thermo-
dynamic models that search for atomic configurations
that minimize the free energy of a sample having a free
surface. Such models are both temperature and orienta-
tion dependent as the surface-stable (or metastable)
configuration is assumed to be frozen by the deposition of
subsequent layers. Such an approach at T=O was re-
cently applied to pseudobinary alloys. '

Newman and collaborators ' have applied a mean-
field solution to the three-species ( A'", B, C' ) lattice-
statistics problem with only nearest-neighbor interactions
(isomorphic to the spin-1 Blume-Emery-Griffiths mod-
el ). They have applied a virtual-crystal tight-binding
calculation to the ensuing average structure, thus obtain-
ing its electronic properties. If AZ, =+2 bonds are al-
lowed, an energy parameter of the model can be adjusted
to give a ZB~D transition at x=0.3. (Without such
bonds, however, the order-disorder transition occurs
only at higher x values. ) A discontinuity in the derivative
of the direct gap with respect to x at this concentration
has then been associated with the deep bowing ob-
served 'in (G'aAs), „Gez„. A better agreement with
experiment is obtained when the simple mean-field
lattice-statistics solution is replaced by the pair approxi-
mation of the cluster-variation method (CVM). ' Note
that in Newman et ah. 's model, a critical concentration as
low as 0.3 requires the presence of AZ, =+2 bonds, but
independent evidence for their existence remains contro-
versial: It is possible to fit EXAFS (Ref. 17) results both
without' and with ' an assumption of the existence of
AZ, =+2 bonds. Raman scattering results, ' ' on the
other hand, fail to reveal the existence of an Sb-Sb mode
in the (GaSb), „Gez„alloy. On the theoretical side,

electronic-structure calculations (recursion-method '"
and coherent-potential-approximation ) agree that the
presence of a significant number of As-As pairs in
(GaAs)i Gez would close the gap of the alloy over a
wide composition range, contrary to experiment.

The relationships between the two basic approaches
discussed above —the "growth models" and the "3D
thermodynamic models" —were recently discussed. It
was pointed out that the growth models can be interpret-
ed as two-dimensional three-state probabilistic cellular
automata and, as such, are mapped ' onto a 3D Ham-
iltonian with asymmetric interactions: In the
( A "'B ) i „Cz, alloy problem, the mapping assigns in-
teractions to second neighbors that lie on a plane perpen-
dicular to the growth direction and that are connected by
an atom on the following plane. This breaks the symme-
try of the 3D bulk solid. Such artificial Hamiltonians
have not been previously applied to the ( A B )& Cz„
alloy problem. This asymmetry of the Hamiltonian con-
stitutes the essential distinct feature of the growth mod-
els. It is reAected by a correlation-length critical ex-
ponent of the ZB~D transition greater in the growth
direction than perpendicular to it; normal 3D bulk
models naturally predict isotropic critical exponents.

Three main questions surround the application of 3D
thermodynamic models to ( A '"B ), „CP alloys.

(a) Selection of values for interaction energies In the.
Newman et al. models the Hamiltonian is parametrized
in terms of reduced energies (in units of kiiT) so that
specific values (or temperatures) remain unknown. How-
ever, a "cluster Bethe-lattice" tight-binding calculation
has obtained a value of 0.15 eV for the average AZ„=+1
bond energy in (GaAs)i Ge2 . Using this value in the
thermodynamic models leads to a transition temperature
that is an order of magnitude too high compared with the
experimental preparation temperatures. The non-self-
consistent pseudopotential structural-expansion model of
Ito produces an average AZ, =+1 bond energy of 0.16
eV for (GaAs), ,Ge2 and 0.17 eV for (GaP), ,Si2 . No
reliable self-consistent values exist, however, so accurate
predictions of the transitions parameters have not been
made.

(b) Physical content of the interaction Hamiltonian In.
all previous applications, ' ' ' ' it has been assumed
that the interactions in the system consist of short-range
concentration-independent energies between neutral
atoms, so that the usual nearest-neighbor spin-1 Ising
model may be applied. However, unlike isovalent al-
loys, where such approaches are appropriate, noniso-
Ualent alloys can exhibit significant charge-transfer effects
with their attendant electrostatic interactions, neglected
previously. This becomes clear when one realizes that an

-C bond has a deficiency of —' of an electron (hence,
behaving as an acceptor) and that a C' Bbond has an-
excess of —,

' of an electron (hence, behaving as a donor)
and that transfer of a charge q from donor to acceptor
states can reduce the electronic energy by the effective
band-gap energy qE . Furthermore, the charge transfer
produces intrabond Coulomb repulsion energy as well as
an interbond long-range (Madelung) energy. Previous
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models of the ZB~D transition have neglected all these
electrostatic terms. A recent work on (GaP)„/(Si2)„
and (GaAs)„/(Ge2)„superlattices demonstrated that the
total energy (calculated in the local-density formalism
through a pseudopotential description ') can be accurate-
ly modeled by the above three electrostatic terms plus
bond energies (the only type of term retained previous-
ly ' ' ' ' ), while neglecting such terms results in
significant errors. This problem is well known in the
theory of nonisovalent impurities: Creation of a neutral
(Aso, ) antisite defect in GaAs plus an isolated neutral
(Ga~, ) antisite defect was calculated to involve a for-
mation energy as high as =6.3 eV/pair. This corre-
sponds to the q =0 uncompensated case. However,
transfer of two electrons from the (Aso, ) gap level to the
(Ga~, ) gap level [resulting in isolated (Aso, )

+ and
(GaA, ) ] lowers this energy to =4.5 eV/pair. Upon
permitting these two defects to interact, electrostatic
effects further lower the energy, e.g. , to 1.7 eV/pair when
the two defects are nearest neighbors. The total energy
lowering of 4.6 eV/pair refiects qAO effects that are
analogous to these discussed here.

(c) Accuvacy of the statistical solutions to a giuen Ham
iltonian. No systematic comparison has been performed
between simple mean-field ' or pair-approximation
cluster-variation method (CVM) results ' and more ac-
curate methods, like Monte Carlo simulations. It is ex-
pected, however, that pair-approximation CVM results,
which are presumed to be exact in Bethe lattices, are
reasonably accurate in 3D noncompact structures (e.g.,
the diamond lattice) where relatively long paths (of at
least six sites) are needed to achieve a closed loop. In
fact, the spin- —,

' Ising model has a critical temperature in

the pair approximation just 6.7% above that obtained
from an accurate series expansion. In contrast, simple
(site-approximation) mean-field results are too high by as
much as 48%.

In this paper we investigate a 3D thermodynamic mod-
el for (A"'8 ), „Cz„alloys that includes both pairwise
(Ising-like) interactions and electrostatic interactions be-
tween bonds (effective three- and four-body interactions).
The above-mentioned problems (a) —(c) surrounding the
application of 3D thermodynamic models to nonisovalent
alloys are treated as follows: (a) The interaction energies
are extracted from first-principles self-consistent total-
energy calculations on prototype systems. (b) A realis-
tic description of all three electrostatic effects is included.
4Z, =+2 bonds are disallowed and isolated ions are per-
mitted to occur. (c) The lattice equilibrium thermo-
dynamics is then obtained in the CVM pair approxima-
tion. These assumptions permit a realistic assessment of
the true predictions of a 3D bulk theromodynamic ap-
proach. The resulting phase diagrams show that a 3D
equilibrium thermodynamic interpretation for the ob-
served ZB~D transition does not explain experiment:
While electrostatic interactions produce a major increase
in the temperature ranges of stability of the two phases,
coupled with a slight decrease in ZB~D transition con-
centrations, these changes are significant only at tempera-
tures that are ~1000 K above the growth temperature
where ordering occurs. This conclusion is independent of

the presence or absence of AZ, =+2 bonds in the model,
if realistic values are used for these. This suggests that
another type of thermodynamic description may be need-
ed, e.g. , a 2D thermodynamics that takes into account
the growth process. '

The balance of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II describes the charge-transfer energy model and
identifies its different contributions to the excess energy
of nonisovalent systems. The calculation of the corre-
sponding energy parameters for GaP/Si and GaAs/Ge
systems is presented in Sec. III, together with tests that
support the accuracy of the model. Section IV describes
how the energy model can be applied in a truncated form
to alloys and defects. Section V introduces ideal
maximum-entropy structures that permit the
identification of the different contributions to the alloy
excess energy in the two phases. Equilibrium alloys x-T
phase diagrams are described in Sec. VI, which includes
a discussion of low-temperature equilibrium solubilities
and results from uncompensated and compensated alloys.
Conclusions are presented in Sec. VII.

II. ENERGETICS OF NONISOVALENT SYSTEMS

We next consider the basic physical factors controlling
nonisovalent interactions so that a realistic alloy Hamil-
tonian can be developed. While there is no experimental
evidence for the presence of AZ, =+2 bonds, energy ar-
guments suggest that, if they occur in (A"'8 ), „C2
alloys, they have a much smaller concentration than the
hZ„=+1 bonds. This can be estimated by contrasting
calculated energies for hZ, =+2 bonds (denoted W) and
AZ„=+I bonds (denoted 5). Ito estimated from a
pseudopotential perturbation theory the change in inter-
nal energy EE(ZB/D) upon disordering a ZB binary com-
pound into a diamondlike structure. This energy gives
AE(ZB/D) = W (per atom), where W is the excess energy
of the average AZ, =+2 bond, with respect to the normal
octet A'"-8 bond. He finds, for GaP, GaAs, and GaSb,
that 8"=0.68, 0.65, and 0.57 eV, respectively, and that
AZ, =+1 bonds are as much as four times more stable.
Baraff and Schliiter find in their pseudopotential
Green's-function calculations that the average energy of
uncompensated As-As and Ga-Ga bonds is 6.3/8=0. 79
eV/bond (charge compensation reduces it substantially).
The pseudopotential calculation of Lee et a/. for
(GaAs), Ge2„superlattices gives W =0.33 eV and, for
a AZ, =+1 bond energy, 5=0. 10 eV. Davidovich
et al. 's tight-binding cluster —Bethe-lattice calculation
for the (GaAs)05Ge& 0 alloy found W=0. 52 eV and
6=0.15 eV. In view of this evidence that 8'&)5) k&T
(where T is the temperature of preparation), we disallow
structures with the AZ, =+2 2 "- A ' ' and B -8
bonds, permitting, however, the AZ, =O A'"-8 and
C' -C' normal bonds and the AZ, =+1 A '"-C' and
C' -8 bonds.

To model the energy of a nonisovalent system with
normal and AZ, =+1 bonds, we note that the latter
bonds can be thought of as behaving as donors (C' 8)-
and acceptors (A' '-C' ), each containing —,

' electron or
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hole. Compensation can then occur through charge
transfer from donor to acceptor bonds. This creates a
distribution of positive and negative charges. The energy
associated with this process can be conveniently modeled
by considering ( A "8 )„/(C2 )„superlattices (SL's). In
superlattices, two types of AZ, =+1 bond interfaces
occur: In [110]SL's, both donor and acceptor bonds are
present at the same ("neutral, " or nonpolar) interface,
while in [001] and [111]SL's, only one type of hZ, =+1
bond is present at each (charged, or polar) interface. In
unreconstructed [001] and [111]SL's, only partial com-
pensation may take place if the period is long enough,
since the band gap acts as an upper limit to the potential
drop across charged interfaces. However, reconstruction
can further lower the energy through swapping of atoms
between interfaces, allowing thereby for a more effective
compensation within each interface. Full compensation
is expected in nonpolar [110] SL's and all other struc-
tures, including alloys, where long-range fields are absent.

According to the model of Dandrea, Froyen, and
Zunger, the excess energy of nonisovalent lattice-
matched SL's can be approximated well by a combination
of Ising-like nearest-neighbor interactions between neu-
tral atoms and electrostatic terms due to charge transfer.
Since the energies are measured with respect to the segre-
gated end-point compounds, and since stoichiometry be-
tween the 3 " and 8 elementary constituents is main-
tained, only the difference between the average energy of
the two types of (neutral) b,Z„=+1 bonds and the aver-
age energy of the two types of normal bonds is a relevant
parameter when electrostatic terms are not included.
The total excess energy before charge transfer (q =0) is

E „,(q =0)=(ND+N~)5,

tions between compensating charges [q;] (usually —,
' and

—
—,', in units of the electron charge) placed, in the model,

at the midpoints [R, ] of the b,Z, =+1 bonds. (The small
variations in bond length between donor and acceptor
bonds are ignored and the average bond length of the
nearly lattice-matched 3 8 and C constituents is
used in the model. ) These interactions are assumed to be
screened, independently of distance, by the average static
dielectric constant eo of the two components, so that we
have

e q;q.
M" e~ R —R~~o;&,

(5)

The total excess energy is the sum of Eqs. (1) and (3)—(5):

E~„,(q)=E~„,(q =0)+E„+Ec,„I .

Here, E„+Ec,„& is the total-energy change that can be
assigned to hZ, =+1 bond energies due to charge
transfer, including the (negative) compensation gain and
the (positive) intrabond Coulomb energy. The total pair-
wise energy can also be written as

Ep„,(q) =(ND+N„)J(q),

bH=E „,(0)+E„+Ec,„I+EM,d .

Previous models ' ' ' ' have retained only the
E „,(0) term.

It is convenient for a thermodynamic treatment of the
problem to regroup the contributions of Eqs. (1)—(5) as

bH =Ep„,(q)+EM,d,
where

where ND and Xz are the total number of donor and ac-
ceptor bonds in the structure (ND =Nz for
stoichiometric systems) and the average excess energy 5
of the bZ, =+1 bonds before charge transfer occurs is

expressed in terms of bond energy differences as

where

J(q)=5+bJ(q) .

In this expression, the bond charge-transfer energy is

b J(q)= —
—,'E (0)q+ —,'(UII+ U„)q

(10)

2~ ( siii-IV+ eiv-V eiii-V eiv-Iv )

After charge transfer, three additional terms appear.
(i) Transfer of a charge q from a donor to an acceptor

state initially separated by a gap of Eg(q =0) produces an
energy gain (to first order in q) of qE (q =0). A compen-
sation gain,

In Sec. III we show how the energy parameters 5 and
(UD+ U„) [and, therefore, J(q =

—,')] are obtained from
this model through first-principles superlattice pseudopo-
tential total-energy calculations for the lattice-matched
systems (GaP)„/(Si2)„and (GaAs)„/(Gez)„. The accura-
cy of this model in predicting calculated SL energies is
then demonstrated.

E„p= ,' (ND +N„)E (—0)—q, (3)

Eco I '(ND +Nz )( UD + U—z )q (4)

where UD and U~ are intrabond Coulomb repulsions in
the donor and acceptor bonds.

(iii) Finally, an excess Madelung energy EM,d results
from the sum of screened long-range electrostatic interac-

therefore arises.
(ii) The excess or deficit of compensated charges on the

AZ, =+1 bonds now produces an excess intrabond
Coulomb energy, due to both electrostatic and exchange-
correlation terms, given by

III. CALCULATION OF ENERGY PARAMETERS
AND TESTS OF THE MODEL

The excess energy and charge-transfer values were cal-
culated for 13 (GaP)„/(Siz)„SL's by the semirelativistic
self-consistent pseudopotential method using a plane-
wave basis with cutoff energy of 15 Ry. These were used
to obtain a fit of the energy model of the previous section.
The Madelung energy was calculated by the Ewald
method, with a dielectric constant taken to be the aver-
age (co=10.4) of GaP and Si. The parameters 5 and
( Uz, + U„) were extracted from a least-squares fit to the
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FIG. 2. Formation enthalpy (with respect to the separated
constituents) of some (Gap)„/(Si2)„superlattices, according to
the charge-transfer model (M) and to pseudopotential calcula-
tions (P) [Ref. 29]. The sublattices are classified in (a) and (b)
according to their number of AZ, =+1 bonds, AD+X&, and
are denoted by their orientation and repeat period n. The bars
for "n =2 rec" indicate the average energies of reconstructed
structures obtained by swapping cation and anion atoms on
different (001) planes, as described in Ref. 29.

pseudopotential total energies for fixed values of Eg(0).
The degree of arbitrariness in the choice of E (0) was of
little consequence to the fit: Changes in Eg(0) are offset
by changes in ( UD + U„) so that both b J (q) and 6 are
relatively insensitive to E (0) over a reasonable range of
values.

The resulting energy parameters for GaP/Si are
6 =0.210 eV and, for a full charge transfer,
J(q =—,')=0. 126 eV. The accuracy of the model is illus-

trated in Fig. 2, where energy values for some SL's calcu-
lated by the pseudopotential method ("P")are compared
with those obtained by the model ("M"). The q =0
values give the prediction of the model for the uncom-
pensated SL's. We find that all SL's have positive forma-
tion enthalpies AH, i.e., are unstable at equilibrium to-
wards disproportionation, due to the presence of a large
number of hz, =+1 bonds. Figure 2 illustrates the fact
that charge transfer (q =—,

'
) makes the SL's less unstable.

Since all SL's in Fig. 2(b) have the same number of donor
and acceptor bonds, the model indicates that they have
the same energy if charge tyansfer is not allowed. The
model successfully explains the general trend in the devi-
ations from the q =0 behavior in terms of the bond
charge-transfer energy (including compensation gain and
intrabond Coulomb terms) and the interbond Madelung
interactions.

A similar fit was performed for the energy values of 11
(GaAs)„/(Ge2)„SL's for which nearly complete charge
transfer occurs. The resulting energy parameters are
5=0. 162 eV and J(q =

—,')=0. 109 eV. Figure 3 com-
pares the predictions of the model with the pseudopoten-
tial calculations, showing again good agreement.

Analysis of the directly calculated pseudopotential to-
tal energies in terms of our mode1 permits assessment of

0.3-(')
q=0

~ 0.2—

O. f—I
th

(b)

~ 0.2—
N '

q 0
x o'-

LLI

0.0

(GaAs) „(Ge2)„

[001']
ll=2

Np+NA-N

M p

Np+NA —N/2

[001] [001] [110] [111]
n=2 n=2 n=2 n=1

rec.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for (GaAs) „/(Ge2) „superlattices.

the significance of various physical contributions. Com-
pensation always acts to make the SL's less unstable.
%'hile the excess Madelung energy can be either positive
or negative, the bond charge-transfer energy b J(q) is al-
ways negative, due to the prevalence of the E (0) (com-
pensation gain) term in Eq. (11)over Coulomb repulsions.
Even when the excess Madelung energy is positive, it is
never large enough to ofFset the gain in energy due to the
bond charge-transfer term. The most extreme examples
of SL stabilization by compensation occur for the [111]
n =1 and [110] n =2 [Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)] cases, where
large negative excess Made1ung energies contribute to
reduce the positive formation enthalpies to about half of
their uncompensated q =0 values.

All structures considered so far have equal atomic
composition of the A 8 and C' constituents. The
question arises as to whether the present model can be
applied directly to other structures of diA'erent composi-
tions and to disordered or partially ordered a11oys. In
princip1e, the energy parameters of the model, especia11y
Eg(0) and 6, may depend on the composition. We test
this by comparing the predictions of our energy model to
a pseudopotential calculation for periodic structures
containing either Siz molecules in bulk GaP or diatomic
GaP molecules in bulk Si, at a composition of —,. This re-
veals that the energy model described above
(parametrized at x =

—,') is a reasonable approximation
even at those dilute limits: The pseudopotential calcula-
tions give bH=51 meV/atom for Siz in GaP and 53
meV/atom for 6aP in Si, in comparison with 43
meV/atom predicted by the model for both structures.
These results indicate that compositional changes in
hJ (q) are partially offset by changes in 5.

Another issue concerning the validity of the energy
model for alloys arises from the possibility of the pres-
ence of free carriers, due to thermal ionization of donor
and acceptors. Such free carriers could possibly aftect
both the value of the band gap and the formation energy
of the alloy. However, Hall measurements" for
(GaAs), „Ge2„suggest only weak n-type or p-type be-
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havior, depending on composition and temperature of
preparation, which supports the picture that nearly com-
plete compensation occurs in the alloys.

In Sec. IV the present energy model is applied to alloys
in an approximate treatment where the Madelung in-
teractions are truncated to a few shells. This allows us to
express our energy model in terms of a convenient statist-
ical Hamiltonian.

System J(q= 4)

TABLE I. Energy parameters (in meV) for GaP/Si and
GaAs/Ge systems: ii is the neutral h, Z, =+1 bond energy [Eq.
(2)], J(q = —') is the compensated b,Z„=+1 bond energy [Eqs.
(10 and (11)], and K'"' are the interbond Coulomb interactions
[Eq. (14) and Fig. 4]. The last quoted digits are not supposed to
be significant.

IV. FINITE-RANGE MODEL FOR ALLOY
AND DEFECT ENERGIES

GaP/Si
GaAs/Ge

210
162

126
109

45
35

26
20

23
17

=Ep„,(q =
—,
' )+Ei+Eq+E3, +E3h, (12)

where E „,(q =—') is given by Eqs. (9)—(11) and E, , E2,
E3, and E3& are the contributions to the Madelung ener-

gy from first-neighbor bond pairs, second-neighbor bond
pairs, third-neighbor bond pairs along a zigzag chain,
and third-neighbor bond pairs in the same distorted hexa-
gon, indicated in Fig. 4. We will see in Sec. V that this
truncation is reasonable —e.g., for ideal maximum-
entropy zinc-blende or diamond alloys, the contribution
from E3& is typically only 5% of E, . The energy parame-
ters E„can be expressed as

Only the zinc-blende and diamond structures have
been observed in (A"'B ), ,C2„alloys. "' ' ' Both
structures lack a periodic arrangement of the compensat-
ed AZ, =+1 bond charges. Since no C' sublattice or-
dering occurs, the probability for population of a given
pair of nearest-neighbor sites by a negatively charged
A" -C' bond should be the same as that for a positively
charged C' -8 bond, where in both cases the first atom
is taken to be located on the nominally cation sublattice.
This is true even in the zinc-blende structure. It is hence
expected that shells of bonds around a given bond are
nearly neutral on average if the radius of the shell is large
enough. It is therefore a reasonable approximation to
truncate the terms in the alloy's Madelung energy [Eq.
(5)] beyond a certain range, thus making the model amen-
able to an Ising-like description (see below). This is done
by expressing the excess enthalpy of an (A"'Bv), C~zv

lattice-matched alloy [Eq. (7)] as

AH =Ep„,(q =
—,
' )+EM,d

mately from the average dielectric constant and from dis-
tances between bond centers; the resulting parameters for
GaP/Si and GaAs/Ge SL's or alloys are given in Table I,
together with the corresponding uncompensated (5) and
compensated [J (q =

4 ) ] energies.
To examine this truncated model, we give in Tables II

and III the values of the different contributions to the
formation enthalpy of unrelaxed (GaP) „/(Siz)„and
(GaAs)„/(Ge2)„superlattices in three orientations. In ad-
dition, these tables display the results of the truncated
model for idealized alloy systems whose structures are
obtained by maximizing the configurational entropy of
the zinc-blende and simple diamond phases subject to the
constraint that AZ, =+2 bonds are not allowed. The en-

tropy has been obtained in the pair approximation of the
cluster-variation method (see Sec. V below). These
tables compare the energy without electrostatic effects
bHM(q =0) [given by Eq. (1)] to that obtained by the full
model AHM without truncation, comparing the latter to
direct pseudopotential calculations AH&, where avail-
able. The Madelung energy of Eq. (1) is broken into con-
tributions of shells (Fig. 4), i.e., E„E2, E3„and E3i, .
Here, E„represents the remaining (infinitely numbered)
terms in the excess Madelung energy of the alloy. Due to
the long-range nature of electrostatic interactions and to
the presence of ordered arrangements of charged bonds,
in SL's E„ is usually of the same order of magnitude of
the E„.. . , E3& terms. In alloys, however, a disordered
distribution of charged bonds and the near charge neu-
trality of shells of a sufficiently large radius lead us to ex-
pect a relatively small E„~ We see from Tables II and

(n) I (n)
~n + n ~ I (ij )(kl) (ij)(kl)

i,j,k, 1

(13)

where X„ is the total number of nth neighbor bond pairs
on the lattice. The sum is taken over the possible occupa-
tions of nth neighbor bond pairs by (i,j) on one bond and
(k, l) on the other. The probability pI,"iI(k&) is the average
fraction of nthe neighbor bond pairs occupied by (i,j )

and (k, l), and CI,"I(&&) is the corresponding interbond
electrostatic interaction, given by

E''"' for like AZ„=+1 bonds

C(,".
~'~(kl)

= ' —K'"' for unlike hZ, =+1 bonds

0 otherwise .

(14)

The energy parameters K'"' can be calculated approxi-
FIG. 4. Types of bond pairs, corresponding to the electro-

static interactions of Eq. (14).
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TABLE II. Contributions to the formation enthalpies of unrelaxed GaP/Si superlattices and alloys. All energies are in

meV/atom. (ND+N~ )/N gives the relative number of AZ„=+1 bonds. The formation enthalpy in the model without charge
transfer is AHM(0) =E~„,(q =0) [Eq. (1)] and the pairwise energy with charge transfer is E~„,(q) [Eqs. (9)—(11)]. The first few terms
in the excess Madelung energy are shown next: Contributions E„ form nth neighbor bond pairs [Eqs. (13) and (14) and Fig. 4]. The
remaining terms in the Madelung energy are denoted by E„, while the total excess Madelung energy is

EM,d
=E, +E2 +E3, +E» +E„. The next two columns represent the total formation enthalpy from the model,

EHM =E~„„(q)+EM,~, compared to that from the pseudopotential calculation, AHP [Ref. 29]. This comparison shows the model
captures the important physical ingredients of the excess energy of nonisovalent systems. Superlattices of (GaP)„/(Si, )„are denoted
by the repeat period n and orientation G. The line for "2 (rec)" displays average energies of reconstructed structures obtained by
swapping cation and anion atoms on different (001) planes, as described in Ref. 29. The maximum entropy (Max-S) zinc-blende (ZB)
and diamond (D) structures are described in Sec. V.

Structure
ND+N~

N
b H~(0) Ep„r(q)

Superlattices

E Erem EMad AHM AHp

[001]

[110]

Max-S
Max-S

n

1

2

2(rec)

ZB
D

1

2
1

4
1

6

1.097
1.172

210
105
105

210
105

70
52

105
52

35

230
246

126
63
63

126
63
42

32

63
32
21

138
148

45
22

11

45
0
0
0

0
0
0
Alloys

56
46

—52
0

—52
—26
—17
—13

—14
—22

—23
12

0

—23
12

8

6

—34
0
0

—6
—10

—23
12

0

—23
12

8

6

34
17
12

47
—24

12

—12
—3

—6
22

—6
—10

38
18

120
85

60

120
53

36
27

56
37
30

176
166

125
90
62

125
48
38
25

42
30
25

'Estimated to be small in alloys.

III that our model captures the variations in the directly
calculated pseudopotential values and that neglect of
electrostatic effects [compare bH~(0) with bH~] overes-
timates instability and reverses the order of the ZB and D
alloy phases.

The truncated model can be used to predict the heats

of solution of some simple substitutional nonisovalent de-
fects in the 3"'B and C constituents. Such results
can be compared to those obtained from Harrison's
universal-parameter tight-binding (UPTB) method for
isolated defects. Consider (GaP)i „Si2 as an example.
We define the "sublattice heat of solution" Ho, p(Si, Si) as

TABLE III. Same as Table II for GaAs/Ge.

Structure
ND+N~

N
EHM(0) pair ( q) E

Superlattices

Erem EMad AHM AHp

[001]

[110]

Max-S
Max-S

n

1

2

2(rec)

ZB
D

1.097
1.172

162
81
81

162
81
54
40

81

178
189

109
54
54

109
54
36
27

54

120
128

35
18

9

35
0
0
0

0
Alloys

44
36

—40
0

—20

—40
—20
—13
—10

—11
—17

—17
8

0

—17
8

6
4

—26

—17
8

0

—17
8

6
4

35
—18

9

35
—5

—4
16

31
15

105
70
52

105
45
31
23

49

151
143

112
68
50

112
38
35
22

35

'Estimated to be small in alloys.
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the energy required to transfer a pair of unbound Si
atoms from the bulk of a Si crystal replacing a pair of Ga
and P atoms in CraP, so that the two Si atoms remain
separated in two different sublattices. This creates four
Si—Ga and four compensating Si—P bonds in
tetrahedral geometries. Each defect, therefore, carries an
additional electrostatic energy due to repulsions of six
pairs of charged bonds. An equal value is predicted by
the model for the heat of solution Hs;(Ga, P) of an un-
bound pair of a Ga and a P atom in Si (now no sublattice
considerations are necessary). We hence define the aver-
age of the two heats of solution as

h8, (q =0)=85 . (16)

The results for the average sublattice heats of solution of
unbound pairs are given in Table IV, where they are corn-
pared with those obtained (for GaAs/Ge) from the
cluster —Bethe-lattice tight-binding calculation of Davi-
dovich et al. ' (DKOR) and with those from the
Harrison-Kraut ' (HK) UPTB calculation.

We can also predict the heats of solution of bound
pairs of atoms. The heat of solution Ho, p(Si2) is defined
as the energy required to transfer a Si2 molecule from the
bulk of a Si crystal into a GaP crystal, where one Si
atom occupies a cation site and the other occupies a
nearest-neighbor anion site. Such a process involves the
creation of three Si—Ga and three compensating Si—P
bonds and corresponding interbond electrostatic interac-
tions. The model predicts an identical result for the heat
of solution Hs;(GaP) of a bound GaP molecule in Si, so
that their average is given by

b @2(q)= [Ho,p(Si2)+Hs;(GaP) ]/2

=6J(q =—')+6K"' —6K' ' 3IC' '—
4 (17)

For the uncompensated q =0 case, we have

b, 62(q =0)=65 . (18)

b 6,(q) =[Ho,p(Si, Si)+Hs;(Ga, P)]/2

=8J(q = —,')+ 121~."' .

For the q =0 uncompensated case, the model predicts
simply

These results for the heats of solution of bound pairs are
given in Table IV. The results for GaAs/Ge can be com-
pared with that from the DKOR calculation.

The sublattice heats of solution of unbound pairs b, 6,
is in reasonable agreement with the UPTB theory, espe-
cially for GaP/Si. Note that charge transfer reduces
significantly b.@2, but has a small effect on the energy
bb& of unbound pairs. We also emphasize that in the
present model the split in the energies of the bound (b, @2)
and unbound (b,6, ) pairs is enhanced by the interbond
electrostatic interactions, as is evident from the compar-
ison between our results for the compensated (q =

—,
'

) and
uncompensated (q =0) cases, or between our compensat-
ed results and those from the DKOR theory, where no
charge-transfer effects have been introduced.

In the following sections this model is applied to ideal
maximum-entropy alloys with zinc-blende and diamond
atomic arrangements. This permits the identification of
the individual contributions to the energy of the two
phases, and the calculation of the equilibrium phase dia-
grams (see Sec. VI) for such systems.

V. MAXIMUM-ENTROPY STRUCTURES

In order to obtain a general idea of the individual con-
tributions to the energy of the zinc-blende (ZB) and dia-
mond (D) phases in an (A B )& Cz„alloy (rather
than SL s or impurity systems), it is instructive to consid-
er first some ideal alloys that are closest to a random
(T~ oo ) arrangement of atoms with either the ZB or the
D symmetry, subject to the constraint of no 2 "'-A '" or
B -B bonds. The stability of the two phases will then
be related to a three-species correlated percolation prob-
lem. In Sec. VI we consider finite-temperature effects;
extending these results to T—+ ~ recovers the
"maximum-entropy" structures considered in this sec-
tion.

To find the maximum-entropy structures, we use
Kikuchi's cluster-variation method (CVM) with a pair
as a basic cluster. Here, correlations within a nearest-
neighbor pair of sites are adequately taken into con-
sideration. In the present problem, pair correlations are
driven by the prohibition of AZ, =+2 bonds and are ex-
pected to decay rapidly with distance. Denoting the two

TABLE IV. Average sublattice heats of solution (in eV per pair of impurities) of A "' and 8 impuri-
ties in a C' host crystal and C' impurities in an A"'B host crystal, according to the present model

[Eqs. (15)—(18)] and to previous tight-binding calculations. The energy of an unbound pair, b.A'„ is

given by Eq. (15) for q = —' and Eq. (16) for q =0, while that of a bound pair, hD2, is given by Eq. (17)

for q = —' and Eq. (18) for q =0.

g III' V C Iv Pair
Present Model

q
1 q=0 HK' DKORb

GaP

GaAs

Si Unbound (6@&)
Bound (~@2)

Unbound (5@&)
Bound (b 02)

1.55
0.80
1.29
0.69

1.68
1.26
1.30
0.97

1.44

0.90 1.20
0.90

'Harrison and Kraut, Ref. 36, using the "universal parameter tight-binding" method.
Davidovich et al. , Ref. 58, using the tight-binding cluster —Bethe-lattice method.
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fcc sublattices of the diamond lattice by a and P, we call
y;. the pair probability for finding an atom i on sublattice
a and a neighboring atom j on sublattice P. The corre-
sponding site probabilities will be denoted by x; and xJ~.
The total configurational entropy of the lattice per site in
units of kz is then approximated by

S = —2 gL(y;, )+ 3+%(x; )+—gX(x~),
8 J

(19)

where X(u)—:u lnu and the indices i and j identify the
three possible species (i = —1,0, 1 for elements
Qi'', Ci, Bv, respectively) on each site. This entropy is
then maximized (e.g. , by Kikuchi s natural iteration
method ) with the constraint that no hZ, =+2 bonds
occur and subject to the sum rules

x; = gy;, , x/~= gy, , I= gx = gxt',
J l l J

(20)

p
pxJ

(21)

The total-energy expression in the superposition approxi-
mation is presented in Sec. VI and Appendix A.

In the results displayed in Fig. 5 for (GaP), „Siz, we
have divided the excess enthalpy of the alloy into the
pairwise energy E„„„[Eq.(8)] and the Madelung (inter-
bond electrostatic) energy EM,d [Eq. (12)]. (The con-
tinuations of the D curves for x & 0.57 represent an un-
stable branch. ) Although both contributions are positive,
the alloy has a smaller excess enthalpy with charge

with xo+x&~=2x. The ZB phase is characterized by a
nonzero order parameter

z, =x, —x
&
=x~, —x

(zi is zero in the D phase). The result of the entropy
maximization indicates a second-order transition between
the ZB and the D phases at x =x =0.57. Below this
critical concentration, the ZB phase has a larger entropy
than the D phase and is therefore more stable in the
infinite-temperature limit (neglecting, however, melting
of the crystal). This apparent contradiction of a larger
configurational entropy for the more ordered ZB phase
simply indicates that, for x (x, there are (many) more
lattice configurations with an infinite (percolating)
/I'"B cluster (leading to a nonzero sublattice order pa-
rameter) than configurations with only finite clusters.

The identification of the maximum-entropy structures
now enables the calculation of the various contributions
to their energies using the model of Sec. IV. It can be no-
ticed from Tables II and III that the relative number of
hZ, =+1 bonds [(AD+X~ )/N] is larger in the D phase
than in the ZB phase, leading to a larger excess enthalpy
for the D phase if charge transfer is disallowed. The
Madelung contribution to the excess enthalpy of the alloy
in the two phases can be estimated with the use of "su-
perposition approximations" for the occupation
probabilities of clusters larger than the pair. For in-
stance, the occupation of a three-site a-P-a figure made
of two bonds with a common site P is given by

Enthalpies of maximum-entropy
structures (GaP)t „Si2„,q=1/4

0.20—

)
0.15—

U)
e 0.10—

/

e /

ZB,
e 0.05 —,' '

/

LU

0.00 '
0.2 0.4 0.6

Composition x
0.8

FIG. 5. Excess enthalpies (with respect to the separated con-
stituents) of the maximum-entropy (GaP)& Si2, alloys in the
zinc-blende (ZB) and diamond (D) phases, with no Ga—Ga or
P—P bonds, as obtained in the pair approximation of the
cluster-variation method. The contributions from (Ga—Si and
Si—P bonds) pairwise energies [Eq. (8)] and interbond
Madelung terms (EM,d ) [Eq. (12)] are shown. The zinc-blende
phase is indicated by dashed curves and the diamond phase by
solid curves.

Enthalpies of x=0.4 maximum-
entropy structures (GaP)t „Si2„

E Pairo 0.3
q=0

e
e

~~
Interbond

1 Madelung
charge-

ZB D transfer ZB De 0.0
LLl ZB D

-0.1

q=1/4
total

ZB D

FIG. 6. Excess enthalpies of the x =0.4 maximum-entropy
(GaP), Siz alloys. The "pair" contribution has been separat-
ed into the uncompensated q =0 term [Eq. (1)] and the "bond
charge-transfer" term E„~+Ec,„~ [Eqs. (3} and (4)]. The "in-
terbond Madelung" term is given by Eq. (12) and the "q = —' to-
tal" by Eq. (7).

transfer than without it. Figure 6 illustrates the typical
energy distribution in the two phases for x &x, where
the ZB phase is thermodynamically stable. We note the
following.

(i) The Madelung energy EM,d is higher in the ZB
phase than in the D phase. The reason for this can be un-
derstood by considering the three-site figure of Eq. (21):
In the ZB phase, more Ga-Si-Ga and P-Si-P clusters
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Cumulative sums of terms
in (GaP)„(Si2)n Madelung energies

VI. EQUILIBRIUM PHASE DIAGRAMS

A. Hamiltonian and its solution
0.08

E
O

0.06

0.04
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+ 002
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-0.02

Max SZB
Max SD

[001]n=2

[110]n=2
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-------------~

We discuss next the equilibrium finite-temperature
thermodynamics resulting from our truncated charge-
transfer model using the pair approximation of the
cluster-variation method (CVM). We will comment on
both equilibrium results and on possible metastable
states.

The bulk equilibrium thermodynamics of homogeneous
(A"'B ), „C2 solid alloys will be described through
the excess free energy

I I I

1 2 3z 3h
Order of bond pairs

I

Tata)

FIG. 7. Convergence of the excess Madelung energies of
maximum-entropy (Max-S) x =0.5 (GaP)& „Si2„alloys in the
zinc-blende (ZB) and diamond (D) phases and of two n =2
(GaP)„/(Si2)„superlattices. The order of bond pairs correspond
to the electrostatic interactions of Fig. 4.

AF=bH —TS, (22)

where the excess enthalpy AH includes the pairwise and
interbond electrostatic terms of Eq. (7) and the
configurational entropy S is given in the CVM pair ap-
proximation of Eq. (19). In terms of the pair probabilities
Iy;. I, the excess enthalpy is written as

bH =2K +y,, b;, + g N„g pI,",I~kl~ CI,",I~k~~, (23)

where

J(q) for bZ, =+1 bonds

0 otherwise, (24)

(where either Ga or P is located on one sublattice) and
less Ga-Si-P (where Ga and P are located on the same
sublattice) are found; the electrostatic repulsion between
AZ, =+1 bonds of the same kind then increases the ener-

gy of the ZB phase.
(ii) The bond charge-transfer energy E„~+Ec,„~

[Eqs. (3) and (4) and Fig. 6] is higher (less negative) in the
ZB phase. This is due to a larger number of Ga and P
atoms on the "correct" sublattices, leading to a larger
number of Ga—P normal bonds and, therefore, a smaller
number of Ga—Si and Si—P (b,Z„=+I) bonds. Conse-
quently, the compensation energy (which stabilizes both
phases) is less negative in the ZB phase.

(iii) The "chemical" part of the pairwise energy,
E~„„(q=0), is smaller in the ZB phase for the same
hZ, =+1 bond counting argument given in item (ii).

As a combined result of effects (i), (ii), and (iii), we find
(a) a smaller excess enthalpy for both phases in compar-
ison with the no-charge-transfer results and (b) a smaller
excess enthalpy for the D phase than for the ZB phase, in
contrast with the no-charge-transfer result. Effect (a) im-
plies that both phases are stabilized with respect to mod-
els with no charge transfer, while effect (b) indicates that
the region of stability of the D phase in the phase dia-
gram is expected to increase at finite temperatures.

The convergence of the excess Madelung energies of
the alloys as successive shells are included in the sum is
illustrated in Fig. 7 for x =0.5 in maximum-entropy
(GaP), „Si2 alloys and in two corresponding SL's. It is
verified that, while the SL's can show drastic variations
of the cumulative Madelung sum as more terms are intro-
duced, a smoother and rapidly converging behavior is
found in the alloys. This justifies our truncation of Eq.
(12).

and the factors in the second term are defined in the text
immediately before Eq. (14). Using the superposition ap-
proximation discussed in Appendix A, the three-site

IpI,I„k~ I and four-site IpI,"JI~kI~ I (n ) 1) probabilities are
expressed in terms of the pair probabilities Iy; I by Eqs.
(Al) —(A4) of Appendix A. The total number of each
type of pairs of bonds is given by

N& =6N
& N2 = 12N

& N3z N3II =6N (25)

At a given concentration x and temperature T, the
CVM free energy will be minimized with respect to the
basic cluster (pair) probabilities Iy;,. I to give the equilibri-
um values of these probabilities (and therefore of any
desired thermodynamic function). Since we include in-
teractions of longer range than the size of the basic clus-
ter, the superposition approximation produces terms in
the formation enthalpy that are nonlinear with respect to
the pair probabilities. Therefore, the straightforward
"natural iteration" method is not guaranteed to con-
verge. Instead, we minimize the free energy with respect
to the complete set of independent correlation functions
defined below.

A three-species problem in the pair approximation has
at most 3 —1=8 minimization variables. In the present
problem, this number is reduced to 3 by requiring that no
hZ, =+2 bonds are present and by using additional sym-
metries resulting from the presence of the same (fixed)
number of A and 8 atoms, as shown by the following
argument. According to the "spin-1 cluster algebra, "
we can define a set of correlation functions I g„] (which
are independent variables if no constraint exists among
the pair probabilities Iy," I other then the normalization

g;Jy;, =1), given by
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g, =&s, &, g, =&s, &,

g, =(S,'&, g, =(S,'&,

g, =&S,S, ), g, =(S,'S,'&,

g, =&S,'S, &, g, =&S,S,') .

(26)

Here, E and j represent nearest-neighbor sites on sublat-
tices a and P, respectively; the spin variable S; can as-
sume the values —1, 0, or 1, according to which atomic
species ( 2'", C', or 8, respectively) is located on site
i; and ( ) indicates a thermodynamic average. The
"spin-1 cluster algebra" can be used to express the site
and pair probabilities as linear combinations of the corre-
lation functions.

The restriction that b,Z, =+2 bonds [(++ ) and
(
——

) occupations of the basic cluster] are not present
implies

4= —4 k= —
k8 . (27)

For alloys with the same number of A "' and B atoms,
we have

g, =x+ —x = —gz=x/' —x/+ . (28)

gz=g4=1 —x . (29)

Therefore, for a fixed composition x, the only indepen-
dent correlation functions are

Finally, we assume that no sublattice ordering of the C'
atoms exists. Such an ordering is energetically unfavor-
able since it would create an excessive amount of
AZ, =+1 bonds. (A more rigorous argument for the ab-
sence of C' sublattice ordering is presented later in Ap-
pendix B.) This implies

z, = &S, & =x+ —x =x/' —x/+

zz —(SiS. ) =J + J +

z =(S S ) =3'+ —+3' —+ .

(30)

B. Low-temperature equilibrium solubilities

We discuss now the low-temperature behavior of the
solutions. The following model assumes that only isolat-
ed impurities occur in the dilute (x ~0 and x ~1) limits
of (2 8 )& Cz alloys. An intermediate regime
where clusters of impurities are formed, between the re-
gimes of (i) isolated impurities and (ii) phase separation, is
neglected. The results are therefore expected to give esti-

The correlation functions z& and z2 are long-range order
parameters, which vanish in the diamond phase, while z3
is a short-range order parameter. The deviation of z3
from its mean-field value, x+x~ +x x~+, is an impor-
tant improvement of the pair approximation (over the
site mean-field theory) that allows for the exclusion of
AZ, =+2 bonds in the model. The site and pair proba-
bilities are expressed in terms of the correlation func-
tions. The excess free energy is therefore expressed as a
functional AF(Iz,. J;x, T), which is then minimized with
respect to the [z;]. The CVM minimization scheme usu-
ally does not converge at low temperatures. In our case,
the limits of phase separation below approximately 1400
K in (GaP)& Siz„and 1200 K in (GaAs)& Gez (for
the compensated alloys) have been extrapolated from the
higher-temperature results. The resulting phase dia-
grams are displayed in Fig. 8 [for (GaP), „Siz„]and Fig.
9 [for (GaAs)

&
Gez ].
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FIG. 8. Equilibrium phase diagram for the (CxaP), „Si2„alloy (a) without and (b) with charge transfer. The region below the tri-
critical point (x„,T„) and between the two solid lines corresponds to phase separation into GaP-rich zinc-blende and Si-rich dia-
mond phases. The dashed line is the spinodal of the zinc-blende phase. The dotted line is the unstable continuation of the second-
order transition line.
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mates for order of magnitudes of solubilities.
A C impurity atom in solid A B has an excess en-

ergy h6', /2, where b, 8, is given by Eq. (16) if no charge-
transfer effects are included or Eq. (15) with charge-
transfer effects. In the very dilute limit no correlation
occurs between different impurities, and a mean-field ex-
pression for the entropy is appropriate. The free energy
in the x —+0 limit is then given by

Fo(x) =Nx
2 (Nx)![N (1—x) ]!

2k~ T
x + [x lnx + ( 1 —x )ln( 1 —x ) ]2 b, C,

(31)

1 —x
2

2k~ T 1 —x+ x lnx +(1—x)ln
1 2

(32)

The phase separation region is determined by the
common-tangent construction. It is found that the
common tangent to Fo(x) and F, (x) passes near the
minima of Fo(x) and F, (x), which occur, respectively, at

xp ——exp
2k~ T (33)

A similar expression is found in the x ~1 limit, but now
it is necessary to consider the possible occupations of a
given site by the two types of impurities ( A "' and 8 ) in
O' . In this limit we consider the case where the concen-
tration is the same [(1—x)/2] for the two types of im-
purities. We have then

N!
2 (Nx)!2[N(1 —x)/2]!

1 —x& ——2xp . (34)

In these equations, xp represents the equilibrium solubili-
ty of C' atoms in solid 3"'B, and x, the equilibrium
solubility of an equal number of A' ' and B atoms in
solid O' . The model predicts very small equilibrium
solubilities of the nonisovalent substitutions at solid-state
temperatures, as observed experimentally. For in-
stance, for compensated Ge in GaAs, we get from Eq.
(33) and Table I (with q =—,'), x0=6X 10 at 1000 K and
4X10 at 600 K. Note, however, that these values are
substantially larger than those obtained with no charge
transfer (with hC, given by the q =0 value in Table IV).
In this case, we get xp 3 X 10 at 1000 K and 1 X 10
at 600 K. This increase of the solubility with compensa-
tion implies that pairs of impurities of complementary
valence, e.g., Ga and As in Si or Zn and Se in GaAs,
where the total AZ, =0, are more soluble than either im-
purity separately.

C. Results for the q =0 uncompensated case

We analyze next the uncompensated q =0 phase dia-
grams, presented in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a). Note that the
two diagrams are equivalent to each other, except for a
scaling of the temperature axis with k&T/5, and corre-
spond to a special case of the Blume-Emery-Griffiths
spin-1 Ising model. The isomorphism between the two
models is presented in Appendix B. ' Phase dia-
grams for this uncompensated case have been previously
presented by Gu et al. with a temperature axis in units
of the A'"-B bond energy. The following notable
features are found in these phase diagrams.

(i) In the infinite-temperature limit, we recover the
maximum-entropy case discussed in Sec. V with a
second-order transition between the ZB and the D phases
at x =0.57. In contrast, phase diagrams for models that
include AZ, =+2 bonds ' ' show the ZB+-+D second-
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 for (GaAs)l, Ge2„.
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FIG. 10. Representative free energy vs composition curve of
(GaAs)& Ge2 for a temperature below the tricritical point.
The dashed and solid lines indicate the zinc-blende and dia-
mond phases, respectively. Points A and B are the limits of
phase separation (represented by the dotted line), S is the zinc-
blende phase spinodal, and P is the unstable second-order tran-
sition.

order transition line terminating at x =0 at a finite criti-
cal temperature T„so that only the D phase is stable for
T) T, . This feature enabled a low (x, =0.3 or 0.4)
order-disorder concentration to be Ptted in previous ap-
proaches by adjusting ratios of temperature to interaction
energies. While we have excluded AZ, =+2 bonds, we
note that if their energy were three to four times 6 (as
suggested in Refs. 27, 58, and 59), their inclusion in our
model would lead to significant deviations in the phase
diagrams only for T «2000 K.

(ii) As the temperature is lowered, x, increases gradual-
ly, until a tri critical point is reached, at
T = T„=1.826/kz, x =x„=0.727, below which the
transition becomes first order. The presence of a tricriti-
cal point is a well-known characteristic of the Blume-
Emery-Griffiths model.

(iii) Below the tricritical point, the first-order transition
is refiected in an (x, T) diagram by a phase-separation re-
gion, whose concentration range increases rapidly as the
temperature drops until it occupies the whole 0&x &1
interval at T =0. Two curves inside this phase-
coexistence region are relevant for the discussion of pos-
sible metastable states. The meaning of these curves is
best illustrated with the aid of a constant-temperature F
versus x curve, as presented in Fig. 10. [Although the ex-
ample of Fig. 10 was taken from the calculation for a
compensated (GaAs), ,Gez alloy, the behavior is simi-
lar for the uncompensated cases. ] (a) The dashed line in
Figs. 8 and 9 from (x, T)=(0,0) to (x„,T„) is the ZB-
phase spinodal, where 0 F /Bx =0, and corresponds to
point S in Fig. 10. To the right of point S in Fig. 10, the
single-phase ZB solution, although still a minimum of the
CVM free energy, does not satisfy the condition
Bp/Bx )0 of thermodynamic stability, where
p=A 'dF/dx is the chemical potential of the C con-
stituent measured with respect to the average chemical
potential of 3' ' and 8 . In fact, any incipient phase

separation lowers the free energy in this regime. (b)
The dotted line in Figs. 8 and 9 from (x, T) =(1,0) to
(x„,T„) is the unstable continuation of the second-order
phase transition, which corresponds to point P in Fig. 10.
The ZB solution immediately to the left of point P is
thermodynamically unstable (Bp/Bx (0) with respect to
long-range perturbations. Similar phase-transition lines
have been called "metastable" in previous works ' with
the provision that long-range atomic interchanges are
disallowed. Even then, the transition occurs only very
close to x = 1 at solid-state temperatures, contrary to ex-
periment.

D. Results for compensated alloys

The eA'ects of charge transfer on the phase diagrams
are indicated in Figs. 8(b) and 9(b). It is clear that the
main features (i), (ii), and (iii) of Sec. VI C still hold. The
main change in the phase diagram is a scaling of the tri-
critical temperature by a ratio of approximately
J(q =

—,')/6. The decrease in the 4Z„=+I bond energy
produced by charge transfer therefore decreases the area
of phase separation in the phase diagrams. A second,
more subtle, change is a slight decrease in the tricritical
concentration [from 0.727 in the q =0 case for both al-
loys to 0.688 in (GaP)

&
„Siz„and 0.692 in

(GaAs), ,Ge2„, both for q =
—,']. This latter effect is a

direct consequence of interbond Madelung interactions.
As discussed in Sec. V, the excess Madelung energy is
larger in the ZB phase than in the D phase, due to the
presence of a larger number of III-IV-III and V-IV-V
clusters, which have positive nearest-neighbor-bond
repulsions, in the former phase. Madelung energy, there-
fore, increases the region of stability of the D phase,
displacing the tricritical concentration to lower values.
These changes, however, are not sufficient to produce a
significant modification of the phase diagrams at temper-
atures below the melting points of the constituents.

The positive values of the AZ, =+1 bond ener-
gies ' ' imply that phase separation between the
usual zinc-blende (ZB) and diamond (D) structures is the
equilibrium state at low temperatures, in agreement with
the known near mutual insolubility of 2' 8 and C
It might be thought, however, that new ordered struc-
tures could be stabilized if strong first-neighbor interbond
electrostatic interactions, in excess of what the
dielectric-constant approximation would grant, are intro-
duced. One might try to increase the number of
negative-energy contributions from first-neighbor pairs of
bonds by placing the C atoms on one fcc sublattice and
the 2 and 8 atoms on the other in an "antiferromag-
netic" configuration. However, this procedure leads to
frustration eftects on the triangular planes of the latter
sublattice, so no new minimum-energy ordered
configurations are produced.

It is possible also that metastable configurations, corre-
sponding to local minima of the free energy with respect
to the correlation functions, could explain the appearance
of structures not found in equilibrium phase diagrams.
However, no metastable single-phase states are found in
the alloys at solid-state temperatures. As in the results
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for the uncompensated case, we find that in the CVM
pair approximation single phases are unstable in most of
the phase-separation region, i.e., between the ZB spinodal
and the unstable phase-transition curves. Furthermore,
below melting temperatures [in (GaAs)i Ge2„ the eu-
tectic temperature is around 1140 K] the (unstable) con-
tinuous phase transition occurs only very close to x = 1.
These results lead us to conclude that 3D bulk lattice
thermodynamics is unlikely to explain the existence of
ZB or D single-phase (3 8 )i Cz alloys, prepared at
temperatures below 800 K and covering the whole com-
position range, as observed experimentally.

Of course, a large number of configurations (including
superlattices) intermediate in energy between phase-
separated and single-phase alloys can be designed by
placing arbitrarily sized domains of pure (or nearly pure)
constituents in arrangements where most of the
AZ, =+ 1 bonds occur in the domain walls. High
diffusion barriers in the bulk imply that many of these
structures are metastable in a broader sense than con-
sidered in the previous discussion, i.e., they are likely to
be local minima of the free energy in a configurational
space constituted by all continuous degrees of freedom of
the system. Lattice statistical models, however, indepen-
dently of the mathematical approximations used, are un-
able to describe this type of metastability.

The phase diagrams discussed in this section corre-
spond to the Hamiltonian of Eq. (12) with

E „,(q)=(ND+N„)J(q)

and q =
—,'; the value of J(q) was extracted from first-

principles pseudopotential total-energy calculations for
the superlattices with x =

—,'. The model energies for
(GaP)„/(Si2)„superlattices have a standard deviation of
17 meV per AZ, =+1 bond with respect to the first-
principles calculations at x= —,

' (see Table II). This fit

does not use the data at x =
—,
' and —', . We can, however,

use this model to predict the energies of the x =
—,
' and

x = —,'ordered structures in (GaP)
&

Si2„. The predicted
excess energies are, on average, 24 meV per AZ, =+1
bond smaller than the pseudopotential results. This
error —not significantly larger than the standard devia-
tion for the x =

—,
' fit —does not constitute sufficient evi-

dence for introducing a concentration dependence into
J(q). If, however, we insist on reproducing the pseudo-
potential results for x =

—,
' and —', by introducing a (say,

parabolic) x dependence in J(q), we find, in a phase dia-
gram calculated with such a J(q, x), a zinc-blende eutec-
tic and, at lower temperatures, zinc-blende metastable
solutions in the phase-separation regime. The metastable
zinc-blende solutions are centered [like the minimum in
J(q, x)] around x =

—,
' and disappear for T (1300 K. At

lower temperatures, the composition range where phase
separation exists increases with respect to the
concentration-independent J (q) results. Our con-
clusions, therefore, are not affected.

Better statistical approximations should lower charac-
teristic temperatures in the phase diagram, but are not
expected to change its topology. As discussed in the In-

troduction, the CVM pair approximation results in an
adequate description of the diamond lattice. The error of
6.7% in the prediction of the spin- —, Ising-model critical
temperature is within the accuracy of the parameters in
our Hamiltonian.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have analyzed the consequences of a
quantitative energy model of ( 3 "'8 )„/(C2 )„superlat-
tices on the excess energy and thermodynamic properties
of ( A"'8 ), C2 alloys. The model incorporates the
effects of charge transfer between donor and acceptor
bonds. The following conclusions are drawn.

(i) Charge transfer between donor and acceptor bonds
acts to make both nonisovalent superlattices and noniso-
valent alloys less unstable.

(ii) The different contributions to the excess enthalpy of
nonisovalent alloys have been identified. Et has been es-
tablished that charge transfer acts to stabilize the dia-
mond phase with respect to the zinc-blende phase.

(iii) Equilibrium phase diagrams in the pair approxima-
tion of the cluster-variation method show that, although
characteristic temperatures have been lowered and the
regime of stability of the diamond phase has been in-
creased by charge-transfer mechanisms, phase separation
is still the stable thermodynamic state of the 3D bulk sys-
tem at temperatures below the melting point. This con-
clusion is independent of the presence or absence of

and 8 -8 bonds in the model. The single-
phase zinc-blende and diamond structures are both unsta-
ble in most of the composition range at solid-state tern-
peratures.

The main limitations of our approach are (i)
simplifications used in the energy model, such as the use
of concentration-independent interaction energies, and.
(ii) the use of the CVM pair statistical approximation.
Although details of the phase diagram could be changed
if a more accurate description were available, as dis-
cussed in Sec. VI, phase separation at typical preparation
temperatures will continue to be the only thermodynami-
cally stable solution.

The failure of a three-dimensional bulk thermodynamic
model opens the possibility that a t~o-dimensional sur-
face model might be appropriate. Solid solutions of
( A "'8 ), ,C2„alloys produced by epitaxial-growth
techniques could correspond to metastable surface
configurations, where the atoms are allowed to find
minimum-energy positions on the free surface during the
growth process, but have essentially zero diffusion when
covered. Recent studies of such models for isovalent al-
loys by Froyen and Zunger ' have shown that surface
reconstruction (neglected in growth models) acts to select
minimum-energy configurations that are absent in 3D
thermodynamic models, but are observed experimentally.
This mechanism differs from the growth models used pre-
viously since the latter have not allowed for surface
diffusion and have not been based on direct energy con-
siderations for the sticking probabilities of different
species.
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APPENDIX A: SUPERPOSITION APPROXIMATIONS

To introduce interactions beyond the size of the basic
cluster (in this case, the nearest-neighbor pair), we use
mean-field-like "superposition approximations, "
that would be exact if there were only one path between
two points of the lattice (as in one-dimensional systems or
Bethe lattices). For the finite-range energy expression of
Eq. (13), we use the probabilities of occupation of first-
neighbor bond pairs,

+—[D (k3+ k4) —~(f1+f2) ]
N

(B2)

where z =4 is the lattice coordination number.
An isomorphism exists between the complete BEG

Hamiltonian of Eq. (Bl) and the three-species alloy prob-
lem with only nearest-neighbor interactions (to which our
model without charge transfer corresponds). The alloy
Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of pairwise inter-
atomic energies (ski ) and chemical potentials (pk ) as

Nz
~a((oy 2 X skiVkl QPk(xk+xk) ~

k, l k
(B3)

Hamiltonian, used to model tricritical behavior in He-
He mixtures. In terms of the correlation functions
defined by Eq. (26), we can write

~B~o= [ —J4—&4—L(k+k(() l
Xz

( ) ) 1 &.g&kj ~gv~gk
~(ij)(jk) 2 pXj Xj

second-neighbor bond pairs,

(2) J~Jk~Jki
~ (ij)(kI) pX Xk

third-neighbor bond pairs along zigzag chains,

(A 1)

(A2)

where k and I indicate the different atomic species. The
"spin-1 cluster algebra" can then be used to express the
cluster probabilities tVki] and Ixk] in terms of the corre-
lation functions I g„]. Comparison of coefficients of each
g„ then establishes the following correspondence between
the energy parameters of &iiaG and &,i„„, ' with the no-
tation +, —,0 for elements A ', 8, and C':

(») — (2, )+ (ij)(kl) I (ij)(kI)

and third-neighbor bond pairs in the same hexagon,

V;~VkjVklV I + V'~V, kVlkVl
P(ij j(lm)

x,~x„xP „x,x Px,

(A3)

(A4)

J = —W/2,

K = —8 /2+26,
L = (

—
—,
' )( s++ —s —2s+o+ 2s

D =Ap, —z coo+ (z /2)( s+o+ s —o) ~

H =
—,'((M+ —p )

—(z/2)(s+o —
& o),

(B4)

The superposition approximations are the same for
second-neighbor bond pairs and for third-neighbor bond
pairs along zigzag chains due to the local topological
equivalence of the two four-site clusters (see Fig. 4). The
two terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (A 1) and (A4) in-
dicate the two possible sublattice locations of the corre-
sponding clusters.

W =
—,((a+++a —2m+ ), (B5)

and Ap is the chemical potential difference

where 5 is the hZ, =+1 bond energy [Eq. (2)], W'is the
AZ, =+2 bond energy, given by

~I =j o ,'(j ++I ).——- (B6)

APPENDIX B: ISOMORPHISM
OF THE ALLOY HAMILTONIAN

WITH THE BLUME-EMERY-GRIFFITHS MODEL

The restrictions of no b,Z, =+2 bonds (or W~oo)
[Eq. (27)] and of equal concentrations of + and —spins
[Eq. (28)] reduce the BEG Hamiltonian to

The most general Hamiltonian for a spin-1 Ising model
that includes only site energies and nearest-neighbor in-
teractions has the form

&BFG= J QS(S K gS& S
(ij) (ij )

Lg (S;S +S;S, )—+D gS; HgS;, (Bl)—
where the indices (ij) indicate sums over nearest-
neighbor pairs of sites. The terms containing J, K, and D
constitute the original Blume-Emery-Griffiths (BEG)

(K —J)g~+ D(pi+ g4), —

where K —J =25. The parameter D controls the concen-
tration x of spins 0. For a fixed x, the AZ„=+1 bond en-
ergy 5 is the only relevant energy parameter.

We finally give an argument for the absence of sublat-
tice ordering for spins 0 [Eq. (29)]. In fact, this type of
sublattice "quadrupolar" (SQ) ordering occurs in the
BEG model for a certain range of values of the energy pa-
rameters. ' In our case, the effective Ising-like interac-
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tion is antiferromagnetic (J &0). The condition for ap-
pearance of SQ ordering is then

Z+IJI &D/z &0.

However, we have in the present prob1ern
K +

~ J~ =E —J =25) 0. It is safe, therefore, to assume
g'3=/& and reduce the number of independent correlation
functions to three [Eq. (30)].

'Permanent address: Departamento de Fisica, Universidade de
Brasilia, 70910 Brasilia, Distrito Federal, Brazil.
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